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We are an Independent Grain Distillery based in Battersea, London. 

We mill, mash, ferment and rectify 100% English wheat to make a 96% neutral 

grain spirit which we use as the base for our spirits (no mean feat!)  

We currently have two core spirits in our range, a gin and a vodka…  

and  

We also have seasonal release small batch spirits such as our Sloe & Damson gins. 

We are VERY close to releasing the third spirit in our core range (top secret)    

and down the track many more exciting spirits including a rum and a whisky! 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.doghousedistillery.com/


 

the label..  
Renegade is a rule breaker and was inspired by rock and roll music  

The label is unconventional, just like the liquid (and us)!  

The label was designed by London tattoo artist - @alolocotattoo      

Renegade (noun): a person who behaves in a rebelliously unconventional manner   

    

The liquid... 
Unique herbaceous flavour profile  

Powerful and inviting aromatics 

Very smooth and easy drinking (insanely sessionable)! 

Awarded a GOLD medal in San Francisco World Spirits Comp!  

 

HOW TO DRINK IT... 
G&T - Regular Fever-Tree (or any premium Indian tonic) + a sprig of Rosemary  

Add some colour with some orange peel or dehydrated orange 

Sweet tooth? Switch the regular Fever-Tree for Mediterranean!   

Cocktail – Amazing in a Southside and makes an epic Negroni!   

Avoid – Flavoured tonic, slices of fresh fruit  

 

Botanicals...  
14 botanicals - juniper of course being predominant!   

But what makes Renegade different is the fact we also have a big 

focus on green, leafy botanicals such as bay leaf, sage, cardamom and 

winter savoury.  

A hint of warmth and spice is attributed to the addition of a West 

African pepper called Grains of Paradise.  

https://www.instagram.com/alolocotattoo/
https://www.instagram.com/alolocotattoo/


VODKA 
 

the label..  
The Baller label depicts a Jack Russell beating a bunch of Dobermans at Poker; 

representing the underdog with a cocky attitude - "baller"! 

It was designed by Sydney  street artist, Alex Lehours in pop-comic style.   

With heart, courage and shit tonne of attitude, Baller ca  n rise to the top,                    

And either way, he already plays like he is there!  

 

    

The liquid... 
Who says vodka should be tasteless?!   

Baller is made ‘from scratch’ using English wheat and is completely 

unfiltered. No flavour stripping in the Doghouse!  

Loaded with character you will get sweet cereal aromas on the nose,    

and hints of biscuit, clove + cacao on the palate... 

It has a silky yet structured mouth feel + an unbelievably smooth finish! 

 

HOW TO DRINK IT... 
As a mixer - lots of ice, ginger beer, squeezed/muddled lime and a sprig of mint!  

Cocktail – Baller is a great cocktail spirit and makes an amazing martini (of the    

regular or Espresso kind!) And on Sunday Bloody Sunday - you know what to do!                     

 

BALLER LIFE...  
Baller was awarded “GOLD” in the 2019 World Vodka Awards… 

And won “BEST SPIRIT in GREAT BRITAIN” in the 2019     

Great British Food Awards! (judged by MasterChef’s John Torode!)  


